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Your Answer 
Find a partner. Do they have the same answer as you?  

Convince them that you are right! 

Number Challenges 

Question 
The sum of the first 5 

numbers is double the sum of 
the pile of numbers.  

True or false? 
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Number Challenges 
 

One solution      

         

Key Questions 
1. Is this how you solved it?  
2. How many different methods have your class used to 

solve the question?  
3. Which is the most effective method? 
4. Can you explain your method so that someone else 

could use it? 
Is your method more effective than the solution above? 

Tweet me @CullyEducation 
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Number Challenges 

 

Your Answer 
Find a partner. Do they have the same answer as you?  

Convince them that you are right! 

 
Question 

Can you make 100 using 9 prime numbers? 
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Number Challenges 
 One solution 

                          

Key Questions 
1. Is this how you solved it?  
2. How many different methods have your class used to 

solve the question?  
3. Which is the most effective method? 
4. Can you explain your method so that someone else 

could use it? 

Is your method more effective than the solution above? 
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Question 
Each line must 

total 15 and each 
digit from 1-9 can 
only be used once. 

Can you fill the 
boxes to make this 

true? 

Your Answer 
Find a partner. Do they have the same answer as you?  

Convince them that you are right! 
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Number Challenges 
 One solution      

            

Key Questions 
1. Is this how you solved it?  
2. How many different methods have your class used to 

solve the question?  
3. Which is the most effective method? 
4. Can you explain your method so that someone else 

could use it? 
Is your method more effective than the solution above? 

Tweet me @CullyEducation 
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Your Answer 
Find a partner. Do they have the same answer as you?  

Convince them that you are right! 

 

Question 
Divide 100 by a digit 
to find the number of 
multiples on the grid 
for that digit (whole 

numbers only).  

True or false?  
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Key Questions 
1. Is this how you solved it?  
2. How many different methods have your class used 

to solve the question?  
3. Which is the most effective method? 
4. Can you explain your method so that someone else 

could use it? 

Is your method more effective than the solution above? 
Tweet me @CullyEducation 
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